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THE ECONOMY 
 

As we entered the sixth year of a recovery, the U.S. economy 

continues to move two steps forward, one step backwards.  

Growth has failed to achieve much more than a 2% pace since the 

recession ended in June 2009.  Each time the economy revs up, it 

is upended by a significant slowdown.  That happened again in 

the first quarter when the economy contracted at a 0.2% annual 

pace, according to the Commerce Department, an upward 

revision from the 0.7% contraction reported earlier.  The 

prevailing view that the weakness was caused mostly by 

temporary factors, not more fundamental ones, seems to have 

been borne out.  Cold weather hurt retail sales as shoppers stayed 

home, while a labor dispute at ports on the West Coast hurt the 

trade balance. 

 

The latest GDP figures highlighted several areas of concern.  

Business investment, i.e., spending on construction, machinery 

and research and development, fell at a 2% pace in the first 

quarter, the lowest reading for the category since 2009.  

However, a slowdown in the previously booming energy sector 

weighed heavily on these figures. 

 

Factories have also struggled through the first half of the year.  

They have faced headwinds from a strong dollar that make U.S.-

made goods more expensive overseas.  Exports fell at a 5.9% 

pace from January through March, led by an 11.6% decline in 

goods exports.  Imports, which subtract from GDP, rose at a 7.1% 

pace during the period. 

 

 

OVERVIEW 
 

 Despite mixed U.S. Economic News, the Markets 

Retained their Upward Trend After a Weak First 

Quarter 
 

 International Risk Returned to the Forefront, i.e., 

Greece and China, Causing Temporary Headwinds 
 

 Rising Interest Rates Tend to be Associated with 

Periods of Market Volatility 
 

 Improving Growth, Solid Earnings and Favorable 

Valuations Provided the Foundation for an Overweight 

Posture to the Equity Markets 
 

 Caution Continues in the Fixed Income Markets, Thus 

a Defensive Posture is Warranted 

 

From:  Philadelphia Investment Management Group 

Consumer outlays grew at a 2.1% rate in the first quarter, an 

upward revision from the prior estimate a month ago.  Data 

shows that spending at retailers this spring continued to improve 

from the winter, a sign that consumers may finally be spending 

savings at the gas pump elsewhere. 

 

Fed officials are continuing to assess if the economy is gathering 

enough strength over the summer as they decide whether to raise 

short-term interest rates from near zero.  Stronger job growth 

could support a first increase in September, but inflation remains 

weak and growth remains choppy.  A breakout in growth must be 

supported by stronger consumer spending, which represents more 

than two-thirds of economic output. 

 

Most economists are looking for the annual rate of growth to 

rebound to between 2% and 3% in the second quarter. That is a 

significant shift from the beginning of June, when many were 

predicting that growth would barely be 2% for the April, May and 

June period. 

 

After a perplexing start to 2015, data released in the latter half of 

the second quarter began to offset, albeit slightly, the concerns 

mentioned above.  Activity is bubbling beneath the surface, and 

the domestic economy seems to be resilient in the face of 

continued global headwinds: a healthy May employment report, 

retail activity has picked up, as well as healthy gains in the 

payrolls and new home sales, which reached their highest levels 

in May since 2008.  Although June’s job report was below 

expectations, the unemployment rate fell to 5.3% from 5.5%. 

 

The employment trend reinforces the longstanding trend of 

improving household credit conditions.  Retail sales in May were 

up a robust 1.2% from April, and both March and April were 

revised higher.  So, it appears, for now, consumers have 

responded.  Hourly earnings, after growing at a tepid 2% a year, 

edged up to a 2.3% annual level, the highest in nearly two years.  

The improving labor market is important because it underpins the 

forecast of a rebound in the economy during the remainder of 

2015. 

 

Pending home sales in May rose to their highest level in over nine 

years.  The good news in the real estate market is an important 

step forward.  Housing led the rest of the economy down in the 

recession, and a plunge in construction contributed to the loss of 

millions of jobs.  The gradual recovery bodes well for overall 

employment and economic growth. 

 

The economy’s gains were underscored by a report from the 

Conference Board showing its Leading Economic Index rose 
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0.7% in May, after a similar gain in April.  All in all, recent 

reports provide some support to the current underlying narrative 

that the positive momentum in domestic economic activity is 

being sustained. 

 

Consumer prices rose in May at the fastest clip in over two years 

as gasoline prices surged, suggesting the impact of lower oil 

prices on inflation probably is fading.  The Consumer Price Index 

(CPI) rose 0.4% in May after gaining 0.1% in April.  That was 

the largest increase since February 2013.  However, the so-called 

core CPI, which excluded food and energy costs, rose only 0.1%. 

 

The projection is for Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to advance 

2.3% in 2015, nearly matching last year’s 2.4% growth, the high-

water mark during the current recovery.  Earlier in June, 

however, the Federal Reserve projected the expansion would 

slow to a rate of 1.8% to 2% in 2015. 

 

Trouble overseas is not likely to hurt the U.S., which is not the 

same as saying the domestic economy and investments will not 

be affected.  The markets’ reaction to Greece’s and China’s 

problems in June was not the kind of panicked response often 

seen during the darkest days of previous rounds of the eurozone’s 

sovereign debt crisis in 2012.  That is reflective of an 

environment in which the risks of financial contagion are much 

lower. 

 

Meanwhile, for global investors, America has become an 

especially attractive destination for capital.  This is partly why 

yields on long-term Treasurys have been contained despite the 

Federal Reserve signaling it will raise its target range on 

overnight rates by the end of the year. 

 

For the Fed, this all could make for a tough dilemma, with the 

lower inflation stemming from weakness overseas, arguing for a 

lower rate path.  For investors, that combination of a complex 

world, a positive, growing U.S. economy and the need for caution 

on the rate front may add up to an attractive proposition for 

domestic financial markets. 

 

Still, it remains to be seen whether some of the headwinds that 

slowed the economy’s growth in the past six months, like the 

dollar, will persist throughout 2015.  While the trade picture is 

cloudy as exporters feel the pinch, the steady pace of gains in the 

labor market, the single most important bellwether, should bolster 

the American economy’s overall health this year. 

 

Looking ahead, the first rate hike in nearly ten years might sound 

like a big deal, but perspective is important.  Rates will inch up, 

but a host of factors will keep them relatively low.  While the 

move might prompt short-term volatility, particularly in certain 

segments of the markets, the longer-term impact looks more 

benign. 

 

We believe U.S. stocks can climb higher in the second half of the 

year, but investors should expect a bumpier ride and should not 

count on the double-digit gains of the past few years.  And at the 

risk of sounding like a broken record, we would still tread lightly 

in the bond market. 

FINANCIAL MARKETS 
 

EQUITIES 
 

The first six months of the year, and particularly the last three 

months, have been eventful, to say the least, for the stock market.  

Despite ongoing concerns over a Greek exit, a stock market 

bubble in China, a soft U.S. economy and geopolitics, the market 

basically held its own during the second quarter. 

 

Until the last day of June, it was shaping up to be another 

productive quarter for the stock market, despite the wariness of 

many investors as the market remained at relatively high 

valuations.  But Greek turmoil, as the quarter ended, sent the U.S. 

market tumbling and cut the gains to almost nothing. 

 

The recent market turbulence has made it difficult for investors 

who like to rely on fundamentals in picking stocks.  Investors are 

expressing a fairly risk-on type of behavior.  Usually, 

fundamentals are more scrutinized at this stage of a bull market 

cycle; but now, the opposite is happening. 

 

The S&P 500 celebrated its sixth year of expansion at the end of 

June, but has moved sideways within a narrow trading range 

since February, along with the Dow Jones Index, as reflected in 

the following table.  After a period of relative calm in April and 

early May, market volatility started to inch up again in the latter 

half of the quarter with increasing expectations for a Fed rate 

hike.  While volatility readings were below normal, one realized 

that moving back towards “normal” can be painful.  A pause after 

such a strong run is no bad thing and is perhaps an indication of 

slightly more cautious sentiment given the uncertainties 

mentioned above, as well as the timing of the Fed’s first rate rise. 
 

              Equity Returns*   

Index  2nd Qtr 1st Qtr YTD 

S&P 500  0.27% 0.95% 1.23% 

Dow   -0.32% 0.31% -0.01% 

NASDAQ  1.75% 3.48% 5.30% 

Russell 2000  0.42% 4.32% 4.75% 

*Total: price change + dividend 
 

Although the markets’ moves were at the upper level of their 

values prior to the sell off at quarter end, the S&P 500 had not 

been down more than 3.2% nor up more than 3.5% in 2015.  One 

could say that waiting can make something more exciting, but 

wait too long and anxiety sets in, dampening investor sentiment.  

Stock markets can handle good news and bad news, but they do 

not like uncertainty and have a problem when vital questions go 

unanswered.   
 

Because most sales of smaller cap companies are domestic in 

nature, the Russell 2000 and NASDAQ outperformed the S&P 

500 and Dow Jones large cap indexes.  Technology and bio-tech 

companies in the two indexes led the group to higher ground 

versus the larger companies with international exposure, which 

struggled with the rising dollar, causing exports to be expensive 

to foreign buyers.  The stronger outperformance followed their 

gains in the first quarter, as well, as investors continued to seek 

value and safety in the domestic marketplace. 
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The following table reflects how both the global and domestic 

environments affected the ten broad sectors of the market, as 

measured by the S&P 500, for the two quarters and year-to-date. 
 

 S&P 500 

  Returns 

Sector Weight* 2nd Qtr 1st Qtr YTD 

 Materials 3.1% -0.48% 0.99% 0.50% 

 Industrials 10.1% -2.23% -0.86% -3.06% 

 Telecommunications 2.3% 1.59% 1.54% 3.15% 

 Cons. Discretionary 12.8% 1.92% 4.80% 6.81% 

 Consumer Staples 9.4% -1.74% 0.99% -0.77% 

 Energy 7.9% -1.88% -2.85% -4.68% 

 Health Care 15.4% 2.84% 6.53% 9.56% 

 Info Technology 19.6% 0.19% 0.57% 0.76% 

 Utilities 2.8% -5.80% -5.17% -10.67% 

 Financials 16.6% 1.72% -2.05% -0.37% 

*06/30/15 

Source: Standard & Poor’s 

 

For the quarter, the strongest performance was the Health Care 

sector, which is less sensitive to domestic economic movements of 

the market and which is currently experiencing strong earnings 

and mergers within the health insurance, medical-device makers 

and the like.  Following were Consumer Discretionary and 

Financials, a reflection of growth in the consumer’s outlook, as 

mentioned above, as well as the anticipation of rising interest 

rates, a plus for the banking industry in the recent past.  The three 

groups make up 44.8% of the S&P Index.   

 

The rise in interest rates negatively impacted Utilities, while the 

rise in the value of the dollar was a headwind for both the 

Industrials and Consumer Staples areas, companies of which have 

a larger percentage of revenue in the international marketplace.  

Also weighing heavily on performance for the full year was the 

Energy area, which continued to suffer from low energy prices. 

 

A bull market can be divided into three stages.  In the first, stocks 

trend higher as investor confidence rebounds from depressed 

levels.  In the second, stocks advance with corporate earnings.  In 

the third, stocks discount best-case scenarios as a speculative fever 

takes hold of investors.  The second stage, which we are currently 

in, often features the longest and most deceptive secondary 

corrections and the transition from stage two to stage three is, at 

times, mistaken for the beginning of a bear market. 

 

Stocks will continue to rise and fall with quarterly earnings.  The 

equity risk premium is unusually high.  Market breadth is decent 

while retail investors are mostly on the sidelines and capital 

spending is restrained relative to sales.  In periods of rising rates, 

valuations for equities tend not to expand, so earnings growth 

becomes the main driver of returns.  Not surprising, sectors that 

outperformed during times of rising rates exhibited better growth 

prospects. 

 

Overall, the market is not cheap, but valuations are not at the 

extreme levels reached at bubble peaks.  Unless inflation and 

interest rates rise sharply, which is certainly possible, any bear 

market from present levels will be moderate.  With continued 

modest inflation and a resumption of earnings growth, the bull 

market’s second stage could be extended for years.  However, if 

profits stall, yet stocks advance on hope and speculation, we 

would be concerned. 

 

We understand why many investors view the prospect of higher 

rates with trepidation.  The Fed’s highly accommodative 

monetary policy has been a main contributor to the extremely 

strong bull market.  This policy shift, when enacted, will diminish 

what has been a solid tailwind. 

 

Nevertheless, we advocate keeping overweight positions in 

equities and long-term horizons should look past any near-term 

volatility.  Economic growth appears to be improving, driven by a 

healthier consumer sector.  We expect corporate earnings will 

follow suit in the second half of this year and would point out that 

the earnings picture is brightening, outside of the energy sector. 

 

Together, all of these factors should help equities push higher in 

time.  Beyond a few short-term problems that may coincide with 

Fed action, we think the prospects for equities are good.  We 

expect equity prices will be higher than where they are today on a 

six- and twelve-month time horizon. 

 

FIXED INCOME 
 

The fixed income markets have had plenty to digest over the first 

half of 2015.  Speculation on when the Federal Reserve will raise 

its benchmark interest rate, the Federal Funds rate, i.e., the rate 

that banks lend money to each other, and by how much remains 

at the top of the list even at the end of the second quarter. 

 

It has been roughly nine years since the Fed last hiked its target 

short-term interest rate, so there is plenty of apprehension about 

how markets will respond when that eventually happens.  In 

hopes of avoiding a repeat of 2013’s “taper tantrum,” the Fed has 

been trying to hold the market’s hand in guiding it towards the 

first change. 

 

The collapse in bond yields that dominated 2014 and the first 

quarter of 2015 has been unwinding, to a degree, during the past 

three months.  Although bond yields are low by historic levels, 

the rate of change has been dramatic.  The yield on the 

benchmark 10-year Treasury note hit nearly 2.50% in mid-June, 

roughly 50 basis points (0.50%) higher than its late April levels 

and an eight-month high.  However, 10-year inflation 

expectations remain below their May peak.  In other words, 

interest rates are not rising because of inflation fears, but because 

rates are starting to normalize from the unsustainable low levels 

hit earlier this year. 

 

The bond market moves in anticipation of the facts.  The market 

has sold off since late April after investors began to recast their 

portfolios relative to the improving economic and inflation 

outlook in the U.S. and the eurozone.  The rise in yields is a 

natural process, and it is a sign that the U.S. economy is trending 

in the right direction. 

 

The increase in interest rates during the quarter is reflected in the 

following table, which shows base interest rates at various 
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maturities across the full maturity yield curve.  Yields had 

continued to trend down in the first quarter given the concern 

about economic growth plus the demand for U.S. bonds by 

global investors, where yields in Europe were negative in nature. 
 

Base Interest Rates 
 

 

 

U.S. Treasury Yields 

 ------------------------ Maturity ----------------------- 

Date 3 mo. 2 yr. 5 yr. 10 yr. 30 yr. 

Dec 31, 2014 0.04% 0.66% 1.65% 2.17% 2.75% 

Mar 31, 2015 0.02% 0.56% 1.38% 1.93% 2.54% 

Jun 30, 2015 0.01% 0.64% 1.64% 2.35% 3.13% 

      

Change:      

3/31-6/30/15 -0.01% 0.08% 0.26% 0.42% 0.59% 

12/31-6/30/15 -0.03% -0.02% -0.01% 0.18% 0.38% 
 

As stated, this posture changed in the second quarter, resulting in 

interest rates rising across the full yield curve.  While we believe 

rates could grind higher over the course of the year, much of the 

adjustment may have already taken place.   
 

This assertion, at least partly, stems from the fact that yields may 

stay low for longer. Inflation is low and relatively stable, 

demand is supported by institutional investors’ buying, because 

they need to meet their obligations, and an aging population 

favors a shift towards income.  The combination of these factors 

means real interest rates may likely trade at a lower level than 

was the case 10 or 20 years ago. 
 

The rise in interest rates during the quarter negatively impacted 

the returns for the investment grade bond market, as reflected in 

the following table.   
 

Fixed Income Returns 
Index  2nd Qtr  1st Qtr   YTD 

Corporate/Govt. -2.05% 1.90% -0.19% 

Int. Corporate/Govt. -0.56% 1.51% 0.94% 

Long Corporate/Govt. -7.31% 3.34% -4.21% 

U.S. Treasury -1.84% 1.75% -0.12% 

   - Intermediate -0.47% 1.34% 0.87% 

   - Long -7.96% 3.73% -4.53% 

Corporate -2.66% 2.26% -0.46% 

   - Intermediate -0.85% 1.93% 1.06% 

   - Long -7.16% 3.12% -4.26% 

   - Quality   

- AAA -3.78% 2.09% -1.77% 

       - AA -2.41% 2.06% -0.40% 

       - A -2.61% 2.22% -0.45% 

       - BBB -2.75% 2.36% -0.45% 

Municipal -0.97% 1.09% 0.10% 

   - Intermediate -0.40% 0.64% 0.24% 

   - Long -1.31% 1.35% 0.02% 
 

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch 

 The ensuing selloff has been the biggest since 2013 and, to a 

degree, for now, it could be considered a realignment between 

yields and economic fundamentals as yields have been incredibly 

low by historical standards.  The 10-year Treasury yield was 

around 3% at the start of 2014 and traded above 5% before the 

2008 financial crisis. 

 

The selloff eliminated the investment grade bond market’s 

positive returns achieved in the first quarter, leaving bond 

investors vulnerable to more capital losses if bond yields 

continue to rise.  Returns include bond price change and interest 

payments. 

 

Taxable bonds, including Treasurys and corporates, returned -

2.05% for the quarter, with the greater losses in the corporate 

group and in the longer maturities given the greater yield decline 

in longer interest rates.  With rates so low, the interest earned, or 

coupon, had nominal effect versus the principal price change.  It 

is also interesting to note that the higher-quality group (AAA) 

had the greater loss, a reflection of the still ongoing search for 

higher yields in the lower investment grade sector. 

 

Municipals continued to hold their own versus the taxable 

sectors, both in the intermediate and longer maturity groups.  

This outperformance by municipals is consistent with historical 

trends, as tax-exempts often lag the large swings seen in the 

Treasury market in both directions.  They are held by investors 

basically for their higher taxable equivalent yield and “hold-for-

maturity” concept. 

 

The current scenario of moderate growth and low inflation is 

positive for both stocks and bonds.  The bond market has been 

bracing for the Fed to increase the Fed Funds rate by 25 basis 

points for at least six months, and it may take another six months 

for them to act.  As stated, the Fed is clear that their future 

actions will be data dependent (specifically in relation to the 

employment and inflation figures).  The Fed wants economic 

strength to support a rate hike so they can exit their zero interest 

rate policy and normalize interest rates. 

 

While the financial media is hyping Armageddon in the bond 

market, we’re not ready to throw in the towel on bonds just yet, 

although we have, for a period of time, maintained a shorter-than-

average maturity and duration structure as a defensive posture to 

the market.  Slow growth with low inflation is not a recipe for 

runaway interest rates, at least at this time. 
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